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Quo vadis population growth on planet Earth: more details
“Uncontrolled growth of population originates
from progressively uncontrolled our minds”
The inherent dramatic transition in Earth’s human population in next future years was the subject of
my recent talks at several private and public occasions [1]. Figure 1 shows the population increase
over the last two thousand years according to eight statistic sources. The basic reason in analyzing
such lambda shape “phase transition” was my experience with a large variety of systems occurring
processes of transformation triggered by stepwise perturbation of driving potentials where a
threshold value of them must be crossed. These experiences have substantiated the so called
topoenergetic principles as more extensive and efficient working principles than classical nonequilibrium thermodynamics [2-5]. This threshold value has an important physical significance in
system evolution and defines in fact its phase/structural transition. Transformation process involves
specific structural kinetic units (in general not involving all the system). In the case of humankind
these kinetic units are human individuals. Further research can establish specific groups of
individuals for different regions as kinetic units.
The second reason consists in the fact that all human activities are based on producing heat which
leads to global warming. This means that average global temperature increases with time. Only fact
of exponentially growth of population has a contribution to global warming by the heat released by
human bodies. This could be a good explanation also for dinosaur’s extinction.
In the present note I try to explain in more details structural and energy aspects of the soon transition
in Earth’s mankind revealing common aspects with the melting process of a pure metals taking into
account many similarities of the two lambda shape phase transitions and the associated energy
circuits where processes occur.
Thermally driven processes of transformation are associated with release (EXO-thermal) or
absorption (ENDO-thermal) of heat, so they are highly efficient studied by calorimetric techniques.
Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) is one of the simplest and versatile calorimetric techniques.
Figure 2 shows the cross section in a typical DTA disposition and Figure 3 the associated bond
diagram of the energy circuit expressed in topological terms [3-5]. Topological formalism for nonequilibrium or transforming systems was initially proposed by Oster and Auslander [6]. They have
considered the energy circuit associated to transforming system as composed by elementary
components similar as in electric circuit: capacitive (C), resistive/dissipative (R), potential source
(here temperature, T), etc. . Unfortunately, they considered both spatial and temporal dependences of
an elementary circuit, so complicated equations resulted and abandoned shortly this formalism. In
fact, spatial dependence is implicitly included in the components of energy circuit, so the formalism
can be successfully developed for transforming processes driven by any kind of potentials [2-5].
Topological or topoenergy working principles are thoroughly explained and applied for a large
variety of transforming processes, measuring systems and by using UNIVERSAL kinetic equation.
For instance, thermally driven processes can be described both by a new ARRHENIUS equation
established in topological terms [4] and the UNIVERSAL one [7].
The transition point of population growth in Figure 1 is calculated by non-linear regression of the
UNIVERSAL equation adapted for this specific transforming system.
One of the basic principles in topological formalism is that any transforming system has a composite
structure, namely it consists by at least two mutually interacting components, but exchanging energy
in different frame of time references. Figure 4 shows the composite structure of specimen, CS from
inert (CSin) and transforming (CStr) components connected by purely dissipative coupling [4].
Table 1 gives the main characteristics of the two measuring systems and Figure 5 shows the DTA
thermograms for melting processes of pure lead (Pb) and indium (In). These metals are used to
calibrate both the energy and temperature scales in DTA devices. It is obvious the lambda shape of
all compared phase transitions, so several important kinetic parameters can be estimated as they are
defined in Figure 5. Table 2 gives values of these parameters for the two melting processes as
measured by DTA. It is important to compare the slopes of baselines as expressed in common
relative units of %PV/%TI not depending on specific kinetic units.
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Table 1. Comparison between melting of pure metal revealed by DTA
and evolution of Earth population.
DTA of melting point
Growth of
Main features
of a pure metal
Earth population
Source of constant power
Energy circuit
Kinetic units

(Electric) heater
CR = Cell with inert component
CS = specimen of pure metal
Clusters of atoms

Energy involved

Heat capacity = absorbed heat by
kinetic units

Polarity of the process
Driven potential, U

ENDO
Temperature=k*time

Sun
CR = uninhabited planet or satellite
CS = population on planet Earth
Human individuals
All human activities produce heat =
global warming
Average environment temperature tends
to the human body temperature
Energy absorbed for natural biologic
development (ENDO) < energy released
by human rational activities (EXO)
EXO
time ~ average global temperature

Several structural aspects of the two compared kinds of phase transitions must be pointed up:
(i)
BL-1 of metal melting corresponds to a constant number of kinetic units absorbing kinetic
energy proportional both with temperature and their mass (atomic weight), while for
population growth the number increases exponentially from the starting instant, so the slope
must be considered zero;
(ii)
human individuals are developing progressively activities based on heat release in contrast
with other living organisms of Earth biosphere. These activities are in direct relationship with
human mental activity and this fact was evidenced by opposite polarity of their bio-fields [8].
It appears that discovery of fire is the pattern of the after evolution of mankind.
(iii) UNIVERSAL representation for all lambda shape phase transitions [9,10] can be successfully
applied on the results obtained by adiabatic calorimetry. Ontogenic parameters (N, M, Uo)
(Figure 1) have important structural significances [2,7]. For instance, transition point, Uo,
results to be proportional with mass of the kinetic unit.
(iv)
It expects that after transition in human population at 2035 ± 3, the value will drop near to
zero similar to the Noah’s Flood where only 8 survivors passed on the same transition.
However, Earth’s mankind is not a closed/isolated system, and as in the case of Noah, some
individuals can be saved by Divine Messengers. The existence of different species of aliens
and their help to the mankind is honestly proved [11], but they can not save all mankind
because it is impossible to change human mentality in continuous degradation.
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Figure 1. Population growth on Earth (see citation details in [1]).
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Table 2. Several characteristic parameters defining kinetics of phase transitions evidenced by calorimetry.

Phase transition

Transition
Point, Tm (b) 0C

Peak
Value (PV)

Transition
Interval (TI)

Slope (BL-1)
%PV/%TI

Slope (BL-2)
%PV/%TI

Pb melting
207.2 (a)

327.4

PV = 7.96 a.u.
1 a.u. = 12.56 % PV

327.42 – 325.68 = 1.74 0C
1 0C = 57.47 % TI

4.02E-3
correl = 0.999

3.59E-3
correl = 0.999

In melting
114.8 (a)

156.7

PV = 9.21 a.u.
1 a.u. = 10.81 %PV

157 – 156.2 = 0.8 0C
1 0C = 125 %TI

(a) atomic weight; (b) It depends on heating rate.

1.46E-3
correl = 0.999
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dT = TS -TR ~ CStr , a.u.

Tm(Pb) = 327.4 oC
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